AGREEMENT OF SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ACADEMIC COOPERATION BETWEEN
THE TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY-SAN MARCOS, TEXAS-UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AND UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL MAYOR DE SAN MARCOS, LIMA-PERU

Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, which in subsequent references will be
designated as UNMSM, defines itself to be an institution at the top of the academic hierarchy
in Peru, as evidenced by its history and development. It is governed by the Peruvian
Constitution, the University Law and its Statutes, and it is represented by its Rector, Dr. Luis
Izquierdo Vásquez, and it has as its legal residence German Amezaga Avenue, Build Jorge
Basadre, University City Lima 01-Peru.

Texas State University-San Marcos, which in subsequent references will be designated as
Texas State, defines itself to be a public, student-centered, doctoral granting institution
dedicated to excellence in serving the educational needs of the diverse population of Texas
and the world beyond. It is governed by applicable U.S. federal laws, laws and statutes of the
state of Texas, and University policies, and it is represented by its President, Dr. Denise M.
Trauth, and has as its legal residence 601 University Drive, San Marcos, Texas 78666-USA.

Texas State and the UNMSM declare their mutual desire to participate together in the forging
of cooperative endeavors, which will develop and increase linkages among their different
academic departments in regards to research, teaching, cultural diffusion, and other aspects of
mutual activity. Toward this end they subscribe to the present agreement that consists of the
following seven clauses:

First Clause

The objective of the present agreement is to establish programs of study, exchange, and
cooperation in teaching and research.

Second Clause

For the implementation of the agreement the two parties agree to develop the following kinds
of activities:

- To encourage the exchange of faculty through participation in academic conferences, the
  organization of short courses, and to share experiences in research and teaching across the
disciplines.

- To stimulate and to support the development of joint research projects between constituted
teams or individual investigators of both parties.

- To establish a program of exchange of information, documentation, publications, equipment,
  and audiovisual material of an academic nature produced by either of the parties to this
agreement.

- To sponsor the exchange of students for academic and cultural activities offering them the
  facilities that may be available at each institution according to annually designated priorities by
each institution.
Third Clause

In order to carry out proposed mutual activities, the parties will elaborate in annexed form to the present agreement an annual program of work that contains the specific proposals of collaboration that will be developed to execute this agreement. These proposals must have the approval of the appropriate authorities of each institution.

Each program or specific project will present the following information:

- The origin, nature, and description of the project
- The names of the responsible parties and the participants of each institution
- The duration of the project or activity
- The financial resources projected to cover the expenses related to the particular project and the manner in which these resources will be distributed
- Projections for the recognition and academic authentication in cases of programs of collaborative study
- Projections on what needs to be realized for the lodging and the participation of those invited by the host university

Fourth Clause

To effect and coordinate the activities planned in the annual programs agreed upon by both institutions and to execute this agreement, both parties will name representatives who will form a Mixed Technical Commission and who will serve a term of not longer than three months.

The UNMSM designates Dr. Aquiles Bedriñana and Texas State designates Dr. Jack Mogab.

The responsibilities of the Mixed Technical Commission are:

- To propose and approve activities within the context of this agreement
- To coordinate with the different academic units of each institution the development of annual work plans
- To coordinate activities with academic units such as academic departments or individual directors of specific projects that will be carried out, to assure that they are developed successfully
- To evaluate the development of the annual work plans and to inform the authorities of both institutions of the results that are produced

Fifth Clause

The intellectual property that derives from the projects carried out within the context of this agreement will correspond to those individuals who have carried out the project.
Sixth Clause

In case of programs of joint study or student mobility within the programs or international
interchanges, it will establish an academic system of mutual recognition and validation. This
system will be described in each sub-agreement or specific protocol and is to be approved by
the corresponding academic authorities of both universities.

Seventh Clause

The present agreement will have a duration of five years beginning from the date of its signing
by representatives of both institutions. This agreement may be terminated by either institution
by means of a written communication three months prior to the end of the agreement. Any
activities that have been initiated prior to the end of the agreement will continue until their
termination.

If there is some discrepancy in relation to the application of the agreement, it will be resolved
by the Mixed Technical Commission.

The present agreement begins on the following date: 2, April 2007

UNIVERSIDAD NACIONAL MAYOR DE SAN MARCOS

Dr. Luis Izquierdo Vásquez, Rector

Date: 29/03/04

TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY-SAN MARCOS

Dr. Denise M. Trauth, President

Date: March 23, 2007